Benefit from integrating your
management systems
Start now with PAS 99, BSI’s world-class framework

Improve efficiency by integrating your
management systems with PAS 99.
The more management systems you have in place, the more your business will
benefit. And now you can take the hard work out of managing more than one
certified system at the same time, and without investing extra time and money.
PAS 99 allows you to streamline the way you operate, align all common standard
requirements and cut the cost of separate audits and administration. PAS 99 is
the world’s first specification for integrated management systems.
Many of our customers asked for one framework to manage all
of their certified systems. So we developed PAS 99 using the ISO
guide for writing management systems standards – giving you a
world-class framework to work with.

The purpose of an integrated system is to align common
standard requirements and provide a holistic picture of a
business, thereby cutting the cost of separate audits and
administration and facilitating the adoption of new management
system standards.

The benefits our certified clients have enjoyed speak for themselves:
Risk management
Cost and
resource savings

Integration makes it easier to compare
risks arising from different impacts
allowing better prioritization of issues
and allocation of resources

Reduced number of audits due to
holistic management structure
leading to less duplication of
procedures and administrative tasks

Financial performance
Increased profitability due to
lower costs, improved
productivity, risk control
and creativity

PAS 99
Streamlined
business operations
‘One’ management system in
place encourages a more
streamlined approach to business
objectives resulting in quicker
decision making and less conflict
between business systems

Corporate reputation
Enhanced competitiveness
and business security as the
direction, control and
guidance of the organization
is improved

Improved communication
Enhanced communication through simplicity and
uniformity of management structure. Improved
management and process transparency leading to
more efficient and effective management review,
action planning and employee participation
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requirements and cut the cost of separate audits and administration. PAS 99 is
the world’s first specification for integrated management systems.
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The purpose of an integrated system is to align common
standard requirements and provide a holistic picture of a
business, thereby cutting the cost of separate audits and
administration and facilitating the adoption of new management
system standards.

“Having management systems
in place gives the customers the
confidence that the company have
the controls in place to provide
continuity, good quality and service
at the same time as looking after its
people and the environment.”
Stuart Coomber
Managing Director, Laminar Medica

A guide for your PAS 99 journey with BSI

Understanding
Step

The benefits our certified clients have enjoyed speak for themselves:

Implementing the solutions

Getting certified

Making excellence a habit

Information
gathering

Calculating
the benefits

Preparing the
organization

Putting together an
implementation plan

Running
the system

Proving
it’s working

Looking for opportunities
for continual improvement

Understand the
standard, certification
and your business
requirements

Understanding how
protecting business
information will benefit
your business

Train your team, ensure the
organization understands
the principles and review
current business practice

Compare your activity with
PAS 99 requirements, then
prepare a gap analysis
report

Review the system
to ensure it meets
the standard’s
requirements

BSI will carry out a
system and document
assessment plus a system
effectiveness assessment

Celebrate and promote your
certification, then review the
systems and processes

Your BSI contact

Your BSI contact

Your BSI contact

Your BSI contact

Your BSI contact

BSI Certification
Assessment

BSI’s website and
brochure

Webinars

‘IMS: Implementing and
operating using PAS 99.
Integrated management
systems series’ book

BSI Gap Analysis

PAS 99
Standard/subscription
services

‘IMS: A framework for
integrated management
systems. Background to
PAS 99 and its application.
Integrated management
systems series’ book

BSI’s Entropy™ Software
helps you effectively manage
your systems and drive
performance

PAS 99 Features and
Benefits guide

ACP approved consultant
network

Webinars

Self-Assessment checklist

Case studies

BSI’s Entropy™ Software
helps you understand the
requirements and track
progress

Risk management
Cost and
resource savings

Integration makes it easier to compare
risks arising from different impacts
allowing better priotitization of issues
and allocation of resources

Reduced number of audits due to
holistic management structure
leading to less duplication of
procedures and administrative tasks

Financial performance
Increased profitability due to
lower costs, improved
productivity, risk control
and creativity

PAS 99
Streamlined
business operations
‘One’ managment system in place
encourages a more streamlined
approach to business objectives
resulting in quicker decision
making and less conflict between
business systems

Corporate reputation
Enhanced competitiveness
and business security as the
direction, control and
guidance of the organization
is improved

Improved communication
Enhanced communication through simplicity and
uniformity of managemnt structure. Improved
management and process transparency leading to
more efficient and effective management review,
action planning and employee participation

Actions

BSI
services
to help
you

Case studies

BSI’s Entropy™ Software
helps you identify the gaps
in your system

BSI’s Entropy™ Software
helps you effectively
manage your systems
and drive performance

BSI’s Entropy™ Software
helps you effectively
manage your systems
and drive performance

‘IMS: Continual improvement
through auditing. Integrated
management systems series’
book

Why BSI?
We know PAS 99;
BSI shaped the original
specification
BSI developed PAS 99 using the ISO guide for writing
management systems standards and continues to lead its
development. We are the number one certification body in
the UK, USA and Korea.
With over 73,000 clients in 150 countries, BSI is the business standards
company that helps organizations make excellence a habit – all over the
world. That’s our business, enabling others to perform better.
Clients benefit from the most highly trained and knowledgeable assessors
in the industry. They will ensure your staff are competent and fully able to
implement best practices that are tried and tested.
Our clients range from top global brands to small ambitious businesses.
Our people have understood their challenges, and see the opportunities to
share learnings.
We talk with, and listen to clients every day, via our ‘Voice of the Customer’
survey. We ask them what they want and how satisfied they are with
our products and services, so that we make sure we are meeting their
expectations and giving them the opportunity to tell us their thoughts.

Save money and resources by
integrating with BSI.
PAS 99 is right for you if you have two management systems in place
or more and you don’t have to have been certified by BSI before.
It’s also not important whether you’ve tried integrating them
previously; we have the right training and resources to suit your level
of experience.
BSI can support you all the way along this journey – through training,
independent assessment and software solutions. Our Entropy™

Typical integrated management systems might include:
Quality management ISO 9001 STC
Environmental management ISO 14001 STC
Occupational Health and Safety ISO 45001
STC
Information Security Management ISO/IEC 27001 STC
IT Service Management ISO/IEC 20000 STC
Food Safety Management ISO 22000 STC
Business Continuity Management ISO 22301 STC
Key: Standard S

Training T

Certification C
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But, integrating is not limited to just
these standards. Talk to one of our
advisors today about your goals, or visit
www.bsigroup.com to find out more
about integrating your systems.

Find out more:
Call +34 91 400 86 20
Visit: bsigroup.com/es-es

software is a powerful management solution that significantly
reduces the cost and effort needed to proactively manage your
management systems.

